
FEATURES

Pollution-free and motorless hydraulic material handling device

Compact and easy to operate, these flexible units are appropriate for

factories, workshops, warehouses and anyplace where there's work to

be done

Compact design, flexible operation and highly effective claw

Easy to move with two big size rollers and one caster wheel

Spring-loaded steel jaws securely grip the top lip of the drum

Straddle leg makes it easy to pick up a drum from a pallet

FEATURES

Design based on the general stacker structure, with 3D moving function

Easy to lift, transport and tilt

Available to carry the drum to rack ( lower than 1350 mm )

Tilt the drum 120° for oil empty

Compact and reliable mechanism system fo fix drum

It can lock a drum in vertical position to avoid spills

Tiltable Drum Pickers

www.gazelleindustrial.com

Drum Pickers

LIFTING CAPACITY LIFTING HEIGHT DRUM DIAMETER DRUM LENGTH WEIGHTMODEL

LIFTING CAPACITY LIFTING HEIGHT OVERALL LENGTH OVERALL WIDTH OVERALL HEIGHT WEIGHTMODEL

Model HSF35

Model DP25

DP25

HSF35 350 kgs 1425 mm 1190 mm 890  mm 2020  mm 155 kgs

250 kgs 280  mm 572 mm 915 mm 40 kgs
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